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Prospective students attend Night-n-Gael
Future Gaels get first-hand experience of Saint Mary's

What's Inside
NEWS

TOURNEE'S FRENCH FILM FESTIVAL

The program hosted a showing
of the award winning film
"Timbuktu." The film followed the
violence ofjihadists. PAGE 2
RECYCLEMANIA COMPETITION

Saint Mary's has improved their
recycling and is one step closer
to Gonzaga's record. PAGE 3
OPINION

OVERNIGHT GAELS attended talks, classes, and participated in activities across campus to get a taste of life as a Saint Mary's student. (Courtesy of Erica Escalante)

BY EVELYN MINAISE
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Last Tuesday and Wednesday, March 8
and 9, the Saint Mary's community temporarily gained over 150 members at the
first Saint Mary's Overnight Experience of
the year, otherwise called "Night-n- Gael."
Everyyear, the Admissions Office works to
host events for admitted students, usually
high school seniors and students transferring from community colleges. The events
are designed to show admitted students
what it would be like for them to be a
Saint Mary's student so they can better
gauge whether or not they'd like to join as
a student in the upcoming semester. Last
week's event did so byway of an overnight
program with current students hosting

potential students.

"I really want to
help someone be
able to have a good
experience visiting a
prospective college,
and I definitely know
how nerve wracking it
can be, I wanted them
to be comfortable ..."
The Night-n-Gael program began
around 2:30 p.m. on Tuesday with poten-

tial students filtering in until 4:00 p.m.
They and their families could choose
between an assortment of tours of the
campus, the Joseph L. Alioto Recreation
Center (JARC) , and a residence hall
showcase. After their tours, potential
Gaels made their way to the Soda Center
for a welcome celebration of admitted
students. The welcome featured speakers
from the admissions office, as well as Br.
Dominic Berardelli. Admissions Officer
Marcel Hite gently encouraged families to
part ways with their students so they could
meet their student hosts and the families
could choose from their collection of parent and guest events: "Gael Led Collegiate
Seminar Experience," "Parenting Your
Gael: Tips, Facts, Anecdotes," and "Faculty
see NIGHT-N-GAEL, page 3

THE REPU BLICAN PARTY IS BEING
DESTROYED BEFORE OUR VERY YE

Trump support based on nationalism
and xenophobia is turning the
party against itself. PAGE 4
100 WORD RANTS

Your fellow Saint Mary's students
get angry and write about it. From
the spread of misinformation to the
obsession with cell phones. PAGE 5
CULTURE

Kurtz bikes across America and donates to NEDA
BY DANIEL CONMY
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

3,250 miles. That is what junior Jordan
Kurtz from Vacaville, California will be
doing this summer. Kurtz, a Sport and
Recreation Management major, has decided to bike across the United States in
the name of awareness and support for
eating disorders. He will be donating all of
the money to the National Eating Disorders
Association (NEDA) thathe is going to help
fundraise through his ride. This event will
start roughly a week after school ends and
is going to take place over the span of the
• whole summer.
As a former cross country runner on the
Division I team here at Saint Mary's, Kurtz
struggled with his own eating disorder.
"I struggled with anorexic tendencies for
quite awhile before turning to bulimia,
which I suffered from for roughly 6-7
months," Kurtz said. "The biggest stigma
surrounding people with eating disorders
is that they're weak, especially mentally.
And that stigma is why, when I did come
to realize what I was doing was wrong; I
couldn't find a way to ask for help. I didn't
want to be looked down on."
While Kurtz struggled alone for months,
there were people in his life that were able
to be there in a very important time of need.

"Thankfully, though, I had an extremely
supportive group around me and that was
the key to beginning my recovery. Support

is the most important factor in recovery."
The road and battle against his eating
see JORDAN KURTZ, page 2

SAM SMITH. CONTROVERSY

The singer/ songwriter claimed he was
the first openly gay may to win Best
Original Song for a Film and many have
contested this statement. PAGE 6
SPORTS
COACH VALENZUELA PROFILE

The third year head coach has
high standards, work ethic
for his players. PAGE 7

SAINT MARY'S FALLS SHORT

Gaels left out of NCAA
tournament after one of its best
seasons to date. PAGE 8
JORDAN KURTZ is a former cross country runner and is planning to bike across the U.S.. (Courtesy of the Daily Republic}
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THE INSIDE PAGE
JORDAN KURTZ: Hopes to raise awareness for eating disorders that plague runners
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

disorder are not over. "There will
be relapses, they are inevitable,
but the support group around you
needs to be unwavering," Kurtz
said. "I still find myself restricting
my diet at times, but overall I'm
happy to say that my relationship
with food is much improved, and
continuing to get better."

~be
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"To act upon one's convictions while others wait,
Th create a positive force in a world

where cynics abowul,

To provide information to people when
lt wasn't available before,
7b offer those who want it, a choice-"'
-TtoTURNER

Byraisingawarenessfor NEDA,
Kurtz hopes people will start to
realize the difficult effects that
these illnesses have. Between 10
and 20 percent of people with an
eating disorder will die because
of the health complications it
causes.
It is never an easy road to partake in recovery of such illnesses,
but Kurtz hopes to be a character

for others to look up to during the
hard times of an eating disorder.
"If there's any advice I can give,
it's that open communication is
critical to the recovery process.
In order to start the process, it's
imperative to tell someone. They
will care, and as scary as it can be,
it is necessary. But in order to get
better, you have to talk about it.
Never be afraid to ask for help."

Open communication has been
extremely successful for Kurtz,
as he makes his rounds for possible fundraising avenues from
the Bay Area.
The road is not over for Kurtz
and his battle with eating disorders, but this ride for over 3,000
miles will keep him determined to
stay on a healthy path to make him
a better, stronger human being.

Tournees Film Festival shows a diverse selection of films
BY SOFIA JEREMIAS
NEWS EDITOR

On Wednesday evening, members of the Saint Mary's and
Moraga community gathered
to watch a heart wrenching film
on Jihadist militants. The viewing of "Timbuktu" in Hagerty
Lounge was one of a series
of films presented during the
. Tournees Film Festival. The film
festival was sponsored by The
College's Modern Languages
Department. Helga LenartCheng, a Modern Languages
Professor, helped organize the
event.
The Tournees Film Festival is
an international program run by
· the FACE Foundation (FrenchAmerican Cultural Exchange)
and partners with the Cultural
Services of the French Embassy.
The program has been showing films at universities across
America for 21 years. Thus far
over 450 universities have partnered with the program. The
organization describes its work
as "showcasing established and
emerging talents, Tournees Film
Festival reflects the diversity
and richness of French cinema
through various genres ... giving
participants the opportunity
to expand their programming
anc:l for audiences to experience
French cinema through a wider
lens."
The festival included six films;
"Hiroshima Mon Amour," "The
Blue Room," "Two Days, One
Night," "Clouds of Sils Maria,"
"Timbuktu," and "The Nun."
The French Club provided refreshments , cheese, and pastries.
The penultimate film, "Timbuktu," not only succeeded in
bringing French film to American audiences, but also raised
aware n es S 0 n the h 0 r r Ors 0 f

religious militants in Africa.

"Tournees French
Film Festival reflects
the diversity and
richness of French
cinema through
various genres ...
giving participants the
opportunity to expand
their programming"
"Timbuktu" was directed by
Abderrahmane Sissako and won
the Prize of the Eucumenical
Jury and the Frac;ois Chalais
Prize at the Cannes 2014 Film
Festival, was nominated for the
Academy Award for the Best
Foreign Language Film, and

was nominated for the British
Academy Film Awards for Best
Film Not in English.
The film focused on the dissent of the occupied as well as
the fact that many of jihadists
did not even speak the language
of the land they had taken over.
Throughout the film the people
must speak through translators.
When one of the main characters, a cattle herder who lives
in the desert outside of the city,
accidentally kills a man he must
plead his case to a jihadist. According to sharia law, Kidane
must make a payment of 40
cattle to the dead man's family;
however, he only owns seven and
thus must be put to death. The
entire conversation between
the accused and the man who
will decide his fate is conducted
through a translator. At the end
of the conversation, Kidane's

judge says that he is sorry his
daughter will soon become an
orphan, but tells the translator
not to relay the message.
The most powerful moments
of the film came when the people
disobeyed the strict laws set by
the Islamists. A woman who
sells fish refuses to wear gloves
and prefers to face arrest rather
than comply. A group of men
and women sing together and
are each given 80 lashes, 40 for
singing and 40 for being in the
same roomtogether. Young men
play soccer with an imaginary
ball because sports have been
banned; although in an earlier
scene the audience sees a group
of militants discussing their
favorite teams.
After the film, the floor was
opened up for discussion and the
audience debriefed and talked
about "Timbuktu."

TOURNEES FRENCH FILM FESTIVAL showed a series of cultural fil ms over the past couple of weeks (Courtesy of Helga Lenart-Cheng)

Crime Beat
12:55
3/6/16
p.m.
Incident: Fire Alarm
Synopsis: Burnt food set off
alarm in Aquinas Hall - no fire,
smoke, or scorching; referred to
the'Dean of Students Office and
Facilities Services
10:32
3/4/16
p.m.
Incident: Student Handbook
Violation
Synopsis: Underage possession and consumption of alcohol
in Freitas Hall; referred to the
Dean of Students Office
3/ 7/ 16

9:04p.m.

Incident: Information Only
Synopsis: Tampering with
vehicle in De La Salle Parking
Lot; suspended
3/7/16
12:25 p.m.
Incident: Medical Transport
Synopsis: Student with shortness of breath in Brousseau
Hall - transported to John Muir
Hospital; referred to the Dean
of Students Office and Health
& Wellness
1: 1 8
3/ 9/ 16
p.m.
Incident: Vehicle'Accident
Synopsis: Non injury hit and
run in Ageno A; suspended

12:37
3/9/16
p.m.
Incident: Fire Alarm
Synopsis: Food cooking set off
alarm in Freitas Hall - no fire,
smoke, or scorching; referred to
the Dean of Students Office and
Facilities Services
7:21
3/9/16
p.m.
Incident: Fire Alarm
Synopsis: Food cooking set
off alarm in Guerrieri West; referred to the Dean of Students
Office
3/ 10/ 16

12:38 p.m.

Incident: Medical Transport
Synopsis :Transported to
John Muir Hospital from Health
& Wellness Center; referred to
the Dean of Students Office and
Health & Wellness Center
3/10/16
4:36 p.m.
Incident: Theft
Synopsis: Missing cell phone
from Library; referred to the
Dean of Students Office and
Moraga PD
3/ 10/ 16
8:07 p.m.
Incident: Fire Alarm
Synopsis: Unknown caus e
in Garaventa Hall; referred to
Facilities Services
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Gonzaga reduces more waste in week four of Recyclemania

Gonzaga

#23 of242

#2 out of 132

Campus
Calendar·

NIGHT-N-GAEL: Events offered for parents and students
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

and Family Reception."
Meanwhile, the students were
invited to dinner followed by a
variety of night time activities,
including movies and late night
snacks. The next morning, students were encouraged to attend
a class as a guest, based on their
interests and potential majors.
Their stay concluded with lunch
and an activities fair.
First year student and resident of Augustine Hall, Adrianna Knigin, hosted a potential
Gael for the overnight program.
When Knigin was considering
Saint Mary's as a high school

senior, she too attended the overnight program. She said it "really
helped"[her] realize that Saint
Mary's was definitely the school
that was for [her]." This inspired
her to provide an equally good experience for another future Gael:
"I really want to help someone be
able to have a good experience
visiting a prospective college,
and I definitely know how nerve
wracking it can be, so I definitely
wanted the~ to be comfortable
and have fun."
Knigin enjoyed hosting her
prospective student Sarah and
recognized that the experience
also made her question her own
decisions in choosing Saint

Mary's. Knigin and Sarah were
able to relate over their personal
characteristics - both are Mexican and Jewish - as well as the
desire to get to know more Saint
Mary's community members.
Knigin believes the Admissions
Office did agreatjobwithpairing
potential students with current
students as well as giving the
potential students an accurate
representation of what it's like
to be a Gael.
The next overnight program
will take place next month
through the Admissions Office,
and students will have another
opportunity to host a potential
Gael.

PI etc!
Monday, March 14
3:00-4:00 p.m.
Chapel: Lawn (in front of De La
Salle Statue)
Contact Linda Busbee
x4191
RESUMING AFTER SPRING
BREAK:

Film Screening: Persepolis
(104)

Tuesday, March 15
3:00-5:00 p.m.
Galileo Hall 201
Contact Jose Feito
jfeito@stmarys-ca.edu

One Planet Film Festival
Tuesday, March 15
7:00-9:00 p.m.
Locations vary
Contact Kenneth Worthy
kaw9@stmarys-ca.edu

Lucas College and Graduate School of Business

Attention
Accounting Majors!
Prepare to become a CPA.
If you are interested in a career in tax accounting, a Master of Science
in Taxation (MST) is a great way to meet the 150-hour requirement to
become a CPA.
• 30-unit graduate degree program
• Full-time or part-time options available
Or, if you are interested in a career in assurance or advisory, a Master of
Science in Accountancy (MSA) can meet your CPA needs in our full-time,
30-unit program.

Get more information at: ·

Follow us on
social media:

WWW.STMARYSCOLLEGIAN.COM

THE COLLEGIAN

@SMC_COLLEGIAN

www.sjsu.edu/lucasgsb/programs/mst/

SJSU

SAN JOSE STATE
UNIVERSITY
SMC_COLLEGIAN

SMCCOLLEGIAN

LOOK CLOSER. ~be
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Student Recital Series
Wednesday, March 16
1:15p.m.
Chapel: Main
Contact Julie Ford
jafl7@stmarys-ca.edu
Safe Spring Break: Alcohol
Culture Panel
Tuesday, March 15
6:00p.m.
Soda Activity Center: Claeys
Lounge
Contact Irene Umipig
ijul@stmarys-ca.edu
Integral Tutor Lecture with
GabePihas
Wednesday, March 16
4:00-6:00 p.m.
Faculty Staff Dinning Room
Contact Gabe Pihas
gdp2@stmarys-ca.edu
Latino Cultural Night
Wednesday, March 16
5:00-9:00 p.m.
Soda Activity Center: Moraga
Room
Contact Intercultural Center
TheIC@stmarys-ca.edu
Iterations of "Babi-Yar:" Poetry and Symphony (104)
Thursday, March 17
1:15-2:30 p.m.
De La Salle Hall: Hagerty Lounge
Contact Jose Feito
jfeito@stmarys-ca.edu

The Campus Calendar column
is a service highlighting major
events of the week. To include
your event, email details to
staff@stmaryscollegian.com.
Due to space limitations,
we cannot list individual
club meetings.
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OPINION
Governlllent negligence leads to water crisis in Flint, Mich.
BY CONRAD SAIN
STAFF WRITER

alifornians have grown accustomed to the drought
affecting their state, and many
have shouldered the responsibility to reduce water consumption. Steps residents have taken
include shorter showers, eliminating wasteful practices, and
cutting back on watering lawns
under the mantra "Brown is the
New Green." Though the water
crisis may result in irreparable
damage to California's crucial
agricultural sector, the residents of Flint, Mich. are experiencing a crisis of their own.
For the past three months,
thousands of community members have been forced to use
bottled water to cook for their
families and even to perform
necessary hygienic routines.
These families also unwittingly
ingested dangerous amounts
of lead, which has been linked
to lower intelligence, difficulty
in paying attention, and poor
academic achievement. Those
who hope for a solution to their
water woes have only been
greeted with vague assurances
from Rick Snyder, the governor
of Michigan. When asked when
residents could begin to drink
water freely, Snyder avoided
handing out a direct answer,
while stating that in the long
term, "we'd like to see those
pipes replaced." Many see the
Republican governor's noncommittal response as another
blunder in the state's grossly

C

delayed response to the water
crisis.
Back in April 2014, the city of
Flint diverted their water supply from Lake Huron to the local
Flint River, citing reduced cost
as a primary reason. Though the
change in water source saved
the city millions of dollars that
year, residents began to complain of the water's yellow tint,
foul odor, and strange taste. As
early as March 2015, one resident permanently switched to
bottled water, attributing her
rashes and severe hair loss to
the water siphoned from the
river. In response to the growing concern, Environmental
Protection Agency scientist
Miguel Del Toral described the
city's lack of corrosion controls a "major concern from a
public health standpoint," and
expressed his discontent with
the testing system: "I'm worried
that the whole town may have
much higher lead levels than the
compliance results indicated."
Lead poisoning poses a significant health threat to the
community, yet government officials still pushed the problem
aside. In a response to his constituents, Flint's Mayor Dayne
Walling stated "it's a quality,
safe product ... I think people are
wasting their precious money
buying bottled water." The
government's reluctance to
condemn the water supply was
present even in the face of clear
evidence of lead poisoning. In
September 2015, a group of doctors in Flint found high levels of

MICHIGAN GOVERNOR RICK SNYDER has refused to take responsibility for the contamination of Flint's water. (Courtesy of Washington Times)

lead in the blood of children, yet
Governor Rick Snyder's chief of
staff stated, "some in Flint are
taking the very sensitive issue
of children's exposure to lead
and trying to turn it into a political football." Unfortunately,
this "political football" has ballooned into a national crisis;
in response to the widespread
outcry over unsanitary water,
Governor Snyder finally declared a state of emergency for
Genesee County on Jan. 5, 2016.
Since that date, the Obama
administration has rushed to
provide relief aid for the impoverished city of Flint. Troops
from the National Guard were

requisitioned to distribute water to residents, and the federal
government has promised over
$30 million in aid to assist the
city. These are necessary and
helpful short-term steps to
combat the water crisis, but
much remains to be done to alleviate the suffering of Flint's
residents. Many refuse to drink
tap water until every lead pipe
has been replaced with a safe
alternative, a massive civil en·
gineering project expected to
cost approximately 700 million
dollars.
,
Additionally, scientists are
also worried about the significant long-term effects lead ex-

po sure will have on the children.
Governor Rick Snyder's administration grossly mishandled
and mistreated the people it
should represent by ignoring
clear signs of water contamination, a crime he should be held
accountable for. Bernie Sanders,
presidential hopeful, called for
Snyder's resignation, stating,
"because of [his] refusal to take
responsibility, families will suffer from lead poisoning for the
rest of their lives ... The people
of Flint deserve more than an
apology." Words cannot make
up for months of inaction. It
is time that the people of Flint
receive justice.

Trulllp creates an irreparable rift in the Republican Party
BY DEAN BOERNER
SPORTS EDITOR

he Republican Party made
its bed. Now it has to lay in
it. The ongoing implosion of the
GOP appears to mystify many
within it. But should it? Given
the endless hyperbole and misinformation disseminated by
both conservative media outlets
(looking at you, Fox News) and
often times conservative politicians, the rise of Donald Trump
should have been seen from a
mile away. He's the absolute embodiment of everything conservatives have been conditioned to
embrace during the Obama era.
Arms of the Republican Party
like Fox News have indirectly fueled the Trump movement and
in some cases even supported it.
By flippantly dismissing the
overwhelming and alarming
consensus of climate change
science on a regular basis, conservatives have paved the way
for a man who believes climate
change is a hoax created by
"the Chinese." By implicitly
and wrongfully blaming a tepid
economic recovery on illegal
Mexican immigrants, Fox News
has facilitated the rise of a candidate who believes we need to
build a wall to stop the Mexican
government from sending over
"rapists." Finally, by demonizing
Islam instead of the people who
abuse it, conservative outlets
have lent credibility to a man

T

TRUMP SUPPORTERS across the country are turning out in droves to show their unswerving allegiance to the candidate. (Courtesy of Business Insider)

who believes that we need to
"take out" the terrorists' families.
Never has the Republican
Party existed solely for the
principle of small government.
Trump has only made that abundantly clear. In the last 30 or so
years, the GOP has housed an
odd demographic amalgam of
the wealthy, old, religious, libertarian, white, and militaristic,
who all have their interests at
least somewhat represented by
the party. However, pervading
through many of those categories has also been a strain

of nationalism and xenophobia.
And those that are nationalist and xenophobic haven't
identified with the Republican
Party without reason. Their
ideas (deportation, race-based
disenfranchisement, demand
of Obama's birth certificate)
often manifest thanks to many
Republican policies.
Sowhathappenswhenapresidential candidate gets nominated because of these intolerant
and arguably racist qualities, not
despite them? Only 13 percent
of Trump supporters identify as
"very conservative," and only 19

percent say they are even moderates. For Trump supporters,
conservative ideology is secondary; his main appeal exists elsewhere. Only 21 percent believe
Barack Obama was born in the
U.S., and 66 percent believe he
is a Muslim. Astonishingly, the
New York Times found that almost 20 percent of Trump supporters didn't approve of freeing
the slaves. If Republicans in New
Hampshire, South Carolina, and
Michigan wanted conservative
ideological purity, they would've
voted for John Kasi ch or even
Rand Paul in their primaries.

Instead, they chose Trump, prioritizing nationalism and false
promises over actual conservative principles the Republican
Party claims its voters stand for.
Even if Trump doesn't reach
the presidency, the Republican
Party will be forever changed,
perhaps even fractured. He's
created such an expansive
chasm between the average
low-information GOP voter and
establishment Republicans that
the party may be past the point
of return. Principled Republicans like Speaker of the House
Paul Ryan and Ohio Governor
John Kasich repudiate Trump's
rhetoric, but New Jersey Governor Chris Christie and Dr. Ben
Carson now endorse it.
Trump obviously doesn't reflect all Republicans. Many actually detest him. But he's running
and winning the Republican
race for president. For years,
the Republican Party will be associated with Donald J. Trump,
a man endorsed with alacrity
by former Ku Klux Klan leader
David Duke. A Trump nomination would sound the death knell
of the Republican Party as we
know it. The party once based on
conservatism has been hijacked
by someone feigning conservatism while spewing incredibly
intolerant, fascist, and baseless
ideas. That simply doesn't bode
well for the Republican Party,
a group that can only blame
themselves.
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100 Word Rants

Ithaca OKs
co-eddorms

Cell phone obsession woes Rain offers allergy relief

BY VICTOR JAIMES
STAFF WRITER

BY GRANT BOYSEN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

BY ALEXA GAMBERO
CHI EF COPY EDITOR

It's 1968, and Star Trek airs to a nation full of dreamers. Not just sci-fi
geeks, but men, women, and their kids, all with blossoming imaginations.
Oh how glorious the world would be if every person had access to a pocket
computer, they thought. Jumping to the present, hordes of zombies flood
the hallways, pathways and stairwells in between classes. Their beady
little eyes glued to tiny insignificant glowing screens, and for what? Cat
memes and snapchats? Really, people? Please, put your phone down and
walk with a purpose.

Spring has sprung, and by that I mean plant spores are blowing into my
eye sockets and blinding me as their cherry blossom cousins collect in my
respiratory system and clog my lungs. Usually, my allergies can be cured by
a Claritin and a nap, but not this year. Just last week, I stepped out of my car
onlyto be suffocated by a bunchofblossoms blowing in my face. Springtime is
supposed to be cutesy and pleasant, but at this point in the season, I'm ready
for the cold rain to drown the annoying allergens so I can continue to avoid
the outdoors without having to experience respiratory problems.

ast week, Ithaca College of
New York announced its new
open housing policy: a residential
option that enables students to select their roommates regardless of
sex or gender. Bonnie Prunty, director of the Office of Residential
Life, said, "I believe this policy will
allow our students the flexibility
to live in the kind of roommate/
apartment arrangement that
makes them most comfortable."
The policy was first proposed in
Spring 2015, but there were limitations. President Tom Rochon
stated that the proposal mentioned mainly the pros, but there
was no information on the potential drawbacks. One of the primary
concerns of allowing opposite sex
roommates is that the roommates
would typically be couples. This is
not a substantiated concern since
an LGBT student can potentially
live with their partner under the
standard ·housing policy. Linda
Koenig, the Assistant Director
for Housing Services and Communications, reasoned, "I think
students are smarter than to live
with a significant other." The
housing process should be a process of mutual consent; if both
parties agree to living with each
other, and one party identifies as
a male while the other identifies as
a female, then it can be done. The
same can be said if either party is
gender-fluid or nonconforming.
School officials say that the
policy would promote a more
inclusive living environment for
transgender students and give
students an increased sense of
respect and responsibility. Previously, if a student identified as
transgender or nonconforming,
the housing process could be
prettycomplicatedforthem. They
would have to get into contact
with the housing department to
discuss a new living arrangement
and hope that they accommodate and process the student's
desired request. Now, with the
open-housing policy, transgender students no longer need to
jump through extra hoops. Open
housing will officially begin in Fall
2016 for incoming sophomores,
juniors, and seniors. Incoming
freshmen will not get open housing unless a student identifies as
transgender.
The open-housingpolicy should
be something that's eased into,
since freshmen already have to go
through the transition of college
in general. Now, what does this
mean for Saint Mary's? I believe
this would be a wonderful idea.
Campus Pride, an organization
that champions LGBT-friendly
campuses, reports that over 200
colleges and universities have
similar open-housing policies.
It's time we get with the program.
This is not to say that men will
be forced to live with women, or
that men or women will be forced
to live with transgender students.
The point is that there is a choice.
If you are more comfortable living with a guy, go for it. If you are
more comfortable living with a
girl, go for it. Saint Mary's has an
opportunity here to take a risk and
venture out of the familiar with
campus housing options.

L

Yes, young people still read Spread of misinformation
BY SOFIA JEREMIAS
NEWS EDITOR

BY DANIEL CONMY
ED!TOR-IN-CH fEF

I was quietly reading Brave New World and enjoying a bowl of udon when
a woman came up to my table. "What is THAT?" she yelled. "Nobody reads
books anymore." I have beenhearingthat a lot lately. For some reason, people
have decided that reading books is a thing of the past, which is simply not
true. My friends and I not only read "for fun;' but we are constantly ploughing through books as part of our college education. I'm sick of the pessimism
and the generalizations made about my generation. I admit that not every
twenty-something has read Dostoevsky, Proust, or Dickens, but that's true
of any generation. So, next time you see a young person reading, don't act
surprised and don't make them feel like a spectacle.

While I am not the most informed human being in the world, I
keep my comments to myself when I am not particularly informed
as others. It is the blatant movement of misinformation that frustates the insides of my soul. No, you angrily write on your keyboard
false messages to the masses. Those who agree with you are just
as bad with spreading the lies. Fact checking is less common, and,
now, faster you are, the better it is. While that is a false pretense,
we have grown into a quick-sharing culture that leaves the facts
behind just to be the "first" to spread some type of information
that causes a stir.

Kim Kardashian is undeserving of slut-shaming
BY JUSTIN GOLD
STAFF WRITER

F

ew media figures possess the
self-marketing acumen and social
media savvy necessary for captivating public consciousness like Kim
Kardashian-West. No stranger to
controversy, Kim K's past antics involving the showcasing ofher naked
body and expression ofher sexuality
have landed her in hot water with
more than a few pop culture critics.
So when the social media master
took to Twitter and Instagram to
shareanothernearnakedphotowith
her drove of followers, it surprised
literally no one, but still caused the
world to lose their collective heads
as managed to break the internet
yet again.
What also didn't come as a surprise, but is of grave importance
nonetheless, is the amount of vitriolic backlash Kardashian-West
received as a result of the steamy
selfie. What this really showed the
world, is that for some strange and
unexplainable reason, the world has
troublehandlingitwhenawomanin
complete control of her own image
freely expresses her sexuality the
way she sees fit. Instead of jumping
on board and simply allowing Kim
K to do as she pleases with her own
body, the world instead, in as backward a way possible, decided to try
and slut-shame her into oblivion.
The reality of course is that there is
absolutely no good reason for this
criticism. Kim Kin this instance is an
unfortunatecasualtyofapatriarchal
society hell bent on controlling every
single thing women do. Here's the
thing: Kim Kdoesn'toweyou,me, or
anyone else anything - and as such
it's high time that these unfair criticisms held against her are debunked.
The most god-awful al criticisms
claims, "Kim's a mother now so she
shouldn't do stuff like this." This
statement, often levied by other
women, insinuates that all sexual
feeling and desire ends with child-

KIM K refuses to let her status as a mother define her image or style. (Courtesy of Pop Sugar)

birth; that couldn't be further from
the truth. Listen, there is no, and
I mean absolutely no, correlation
between motherhood and sexuality.
Not one single study or focus group
has, would, or could find as much.
Just because a woman has a child
does not mean that all traces of a
sexual identity disappear from her
being. Women don't simply become
asexual docile vessels after having
children. After all, anyone with a
sibling should knowthattheirsibling
likely wouldn't exist if this were the
case. At the root of this argument
also lies a sexist double standard, for
the fact that this unspoken "rule" of
life doesn't seem to apply to men.
When David Beckham poses in his
underwear for the cover of a magazine or an ad, all that can be heard
around the world are crickets, as

no one would ever dare claim that
a man's sexuality and expression
thereof is somehow tied to parenthood. Kim K's status as a mother
should have absolutely zero bearing
on what she does with her image
unless she herself thinks it should.
It's also next to impossible for
something like this to happen without someone going on about how
"Kim K posting nude photos is her
degrading herself!" If you didn't
already know this, I hate to tell you,
there's also no correlation between
what a woman wears and self-respect; that kind of toxic logic contributes to rape culture and creates
a climate of victim blaming when
sexual assaults and rape happen. A
woman posting a photo of herself
naked deserves no less respect than
a woman who posts a photo fully

clothed. Oddly enough, this criticism
is usually trotted out by men who
are likely to be the same one's approaching other women online or in
person askingforprovocative photos
- which gets at another point: men
want to experience women's sexuality, but on their terms, but if a woman
does it on her own, she's immediately
labeled with some sort of disgusting
epithet. Some women enjoy being fully clothed, while others find
comfortandfreedominbeingcladin
little to nothing at all,butneitherone
deserves less respect than the other.
Most frustrating ofall, though, are
the constant comparisons of Kim K
and Ayesha Curry.After Curry went
online and tweeted, "Everyone's
into barely wearing clothes these
days huh? Not my style. I like to
keep the good stuff covered up for
the one who matters." While Curry
might not have intended to shame
other women with her comments,
it certainly didn't stop the internet
from appropriating the comment
fortheir own slut-shaming agendas.
Furthermore, this kind of comment
sets about virgin/whore and modest/slut dichotomies that are absolutely ludicrous; women aren't one
dimensional beings whose worth
can be based upon whether or not
they've had intercourse. Women can
and do exist outside of the extremes
of sexuality. Posing nude or near
nude doesn't make one any more
immodest than choosing to be fully
clothed makes one respectable. Most
importantly, women are not archetypes. Women are complex beings
with thoughts, feelings, emotions
and the autonomy to do what they
very well want and please with their
bodies free of crass and pompous
judgement.
So, to be clear, there are manyvalid
criticisms of Kim Kardashian, but
her having full control of her sexual
agency isn't one of them. I change
my mind: it isn't time we stop slutshamng Kim Kardashian, it's time
we stop slut-shaming all women.
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CULTURE
Sam Smith

Celebrity endorsements ofpoliticians: an effective plan?

Oscar controversy

BY VICTOR JAIMES
ST/>H WRITER

BY KAVYA MADDALI
STAFi: VVR TER

Last Sunday, Sam Smith, along
with Jimmy Napes, won the Oscar
for best original song, beating an
iconfortheLGBTQIA+community,
Lady Gaga. Whilst accepting the
award, Smith misquoted an article
written by Sir Ian Mckellan. Smith
quoted McKellan saying that no
openly gay individual had won
an Oscar. What Sir Ian Mckellan
actually said was that no openly
gay man has ever won the Oscar for
Best Actor.
Smith's statement added even
more controversy to the already
heated Oscars. Certain riled up persons took to Twitter to express their
views. Dustin Lance Black, who won
an Oscar for Best Original Screenplay in 2009 for the movie Milk,
tweeted "Hey @SamSmithWorld,
if you have no idea who I am, it may
be time to stop texting my fiance,''
and he linked a YouTube video of
his acceptance speech. Sam Smith
followed by taking a break from
Twitter to get away from the hate.
Regardless of his inaccuracy,
he dedicated his award to the LGBTQIA+ community. What does
this bold action mean to the LGBTQIA+ community? Hollywood
has always been- a place of money
and not representation. Clearly,
Smith won for his musical talent
and not for solely being gay. And
yet, his win is for the entire queer
community. His winning and dedication increases the representation
of the LGBTQIA+ community. Big
money guzzling studios only choose
to represent when it ends up benefitting them in the box office. Hollywood has always refrained from
portraying LGBTQIA+ persons on
screen because it makes audiences
uncomfortable and does not sell
well. The LGBTQIA+ community
already lacks representation and
recognition on screen; the least they
could do is celebrate a fellow queer
human in his great achievement
rather than criticizing him.
You may ask, why do we need to
see so many gay scenes or have so
many gay people be part of films
now? There has been a cultural
shift of acceptance of queer lives,
causing the public to notice that
gay representation has increased
in popular media. Audiences never
questioned heterosexual sex scenes
and see them as intimate, sexy, and
even as a true representation of
love. But a homosexual sex scene is
pictured as dirty or pornographic,
and therefore people do not want to
see it. This is clearly a problem because it shows a prejudice towards
the LGBTQIA+ community. Many
point fingers and say this is too gay:
"Isn't it enough that Brokeback
Mountain was nominated, what
else do the gays want?''
Representation in popular media
and cinema is a form of acceptance
of our lifestyles and reinstates that
we too are humans. This is not to
say that all of Hollywood is homophobic and does not accept homosexual individuals. Hollywood has
a direct correlation to the public's
viewpoint. Studios should strive to
reach out of their formulaic methodsandrepresentmorethanjustcis
heteronormative lifestyles.

In politics, no one really knows
for sure whether or not celebrity
endorsements matter. But we
do know that they play a role.
When Oprah endorsed Obama
in the 2008 campaign run, many
of her subscribers scrambled to
the polls to fill in the bubble next
to Obama. You may think of a
celebrity differently depending
on who they are and who they
endorse. For instance, let's say
your favorite celebrity is Johnny
Depp, and he endorses Bernie
Sanders. His #FeelTheBern endorsement may influence you.
If Depp is your least favorite
celebrity, or you don't care too
much about him, you may not
agree with his endorsement.
To date, Sanders has hundreds
of celebrities supporting him.
One of the b igges t and most
well-known endorsements from
a celebrity comes from Sarah
Silverman, a comedienne who
went from #ReadyforHillary
to #FeelTheBern. Her reason?
Campaign funding. The Citizens
United ruling allows unlimited
corporate funding for political
campaigns. Silverman compares
the ruling to steroid use in baseball: "[Clinton] takes money
from super PACs, as most candidates do, as Obama did before
her ... I accepted it as a necessary
evil. As the way it was. If all of the
ball players are taking steroids,
then you have to take steroids
too in order to compete."
Everything changed when
Bernie came into the picture,
where she says, "Not only is
[Bernie] not for sale, this guy is
running on reversing Citizens
United, breaking up the banks,
and holding the billionaire class
accountable for paying their fair

KATY PERRY AND HILLARY CLINTON sto p for a selfie befo re Perry's performance at Cli nton's ral ly in Iowa. (Courtesy of Tech Times)

share of taxes."
Some celebrities use their role
as a cultural icon to express their
discontent of other candidates.
Louis C.K., a comedian, posted
a letter detesting Trump and his
campaign, stating, "That's just
my view. At least right now. I
know I'm not qualified or particularly educated and I'm not right
instead of you ... I swear this isn't
really a political opinion. You
don't want to know my political
opinions ... Trump has nothing to
do with politics or ideology. He
has to do with himself. And really
I don't mean to insult anyone.
Except Trump."
Mind you, this is a guy against

political correctness, who is
bashing a guy who is against
political correctness. Both Sanders and Trump are opponents of
the Democratic and Republican
establishments, so it's apparent
as to why they receive a ton of
attention in the social media
sphere. Bernie tweeted once,
"At the end of the day, providing a path to go to college is a
helluva lot cheaper than putting
people on a path to jail." Mike
Rowe, host of CNN's Somebody's
Gotta Do It and former host of
Discovery Channel's Dirty Jobs,
took a jab at Bernie by arguing
that there is no such thing as
"university or bust:" there are

excellent trade jobs available,
where university is not required.
He believes Bernie is trying
to alienate trade workers from
the college educated workers.
These are some examples of how
cultural icons have influenced
this year's political campaign.
These endorsements and campaignjabs have potential to draw
more voter turnout, especially
since both Bernie and Trump
rely on social media to amass
popularity and votes. A sort
campaign tactic, celebrities are
supporting Sanders in the social
media universe in advancing his
agenda and getting their fans to
jump ship.

Series Downton Abbey comes to a contented conclusion
BY AEDAN RICHTER
STAFF WRITER

SPOILER ALERT and disclaimer: This review is written/or
those who were "Downton Abbey"
regulars.
It's time to say goodbye. DowntonAbbeyjust had its last episode
on Sunday, Mar. 6. There have
been so many ups and downs.
Nothing ever stays happy when it
comes_to this show until this last
season. After the deaths of Lady
Sybil and Matthew - two wellloved and prominent characters
- as well as several others, and
the roller coaster with Anna and
Mr. Bates, it is a natural instinct
to get suspicious when things
start going too well for everyone.
This is especially the case for
poor Lady Edith, the middle
child, who has always lived under
the shadow of her older sister,
Lady Mary. She has had the
roughest time. At first, she is left
at the altar by one man and later
finds someone new only to have
him die. So, when Edith's life finally starts to look up, it arouses
some suspicion.
However, this show could not
have ended any happier. Everyone got the perfect ending.
Edith is successful in running

MICHELLE DOCKERY AND LAURA CARMICHAEL film their season finale. (Courtesy of EW)

her own magazine and gets to
marry a man who truly loves her.
Mary finally finds someone she is
willing to marry. This came after
losing Matthew. Carson and Mrs.
Hughes, whose engagement was
one of the final scenes in season
five, are finally married, making
for one of the sweetest marriages
of all the ones Downton has seen.
Mr. Molesley, who at times could
be as pathetic as Edith, even got a
happy ending. He found work as
a teacher, his real passion.
Robert Crawley, the father,

gets a new dog after his last one,
Isis (whose wagging tale is the
first thing you see at the begging of each episode), died. Even
Gwen, played by Rose Leslie,
returned for an episode, having
been quite successful after leaving Downton. Thomas finally
has found some happiness in his
life by starting over with a fresh
attitude. Most happily, Anna and
Bates finally find peace in the end
and become two happy parents. I
had been hoping for Lady Mary
to end up with Tom, Lady Sybil's

widowed husband. They are very
close and have a lot of affection
for each other, but her new husband, Henry Talbot, does seem
to be her match. Also, there was
some heavy suggestions in this
episode that Tom would end up
with the editor of Edith's magazine. As always, Maggie Smith in
her role as the Dowager Countess was phenomenal. She has
been the favorite character of so
many fans all of these years with
her sharp tongue and backbone
of steel. She has made me laugh
so many times with her pointed
words and looks. I think everyone
will be sad to see the last of her,
but there are always plenty of
episodes to re-watch and so many
dramas to re-live.
I can write with much assurance that there is nothing sad
about this last episode. If you're
like me and prefer to put off endings, there was nothing painful
about this one. It wasn't even
bittersweet enough to bring tear
or two to my eye. Everything
was so complete and happy that
you don't even want the show to
continue on because you know
the happiness wouldn't last. As
far as TV show endings go, this
is probably the best one I have
ever watched.
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Coach Profile: Eric Valenzuela embraces his challenge
BY RYAN MORAN
STAFF WRITER

He's a family man, a leader, and
relishes the opportunity to assist
in the developmental stage of
an athlete's career. Beyond that,
Head coach of the Saint Mary's
baseball team, Eric Valenzuela,
expects to win.
His resume is extensive and
there's a stark commonality:
winning. "I'm coming in here to
win, that's all I've done since I was
a child," Valenzuela says.
His involvement with success
as a player began young and
continued through college, yet
it is his contributions to winning
programs as a coach that landed
him back in Moraga-where his
coaching career first began back
in 2002-to assume the role as the
skipper at the young age of 35. In
just his second year, he brought
the Gaels to their first winning
season (28-27) since 2009.
Prior to accepting his new
position, Valenzuela worked as
a pitching coach and recruiting
coordinator at San Diego State
alongside the late, hall of famer,
Tony Gwynn. In his journey up
north, he brought with him high
standards. "I'm not the easiest
guy. I expect a lot," he says.
The academic standard required to attend Saint Mary's is
high, with·student athletes needing a 3.0 to be eligible for recruitment. The workload is heavy for
his guys, who affectionately call
him Coach V, as they must to adhere to academic demands while
striving to achieve greatness on
the field.
"It's tough mentally and it's
tough physically," he says. But it is
an unbelievable institution to be
a part of, and it is a privilege, Valenzuela believes, and he does not
shy away from reminding his club
when he believes it's necessary.
His approach to distributing
responsibility does not rest on
the shoulders of one individual.

Sports
this week
MEN'S BASKETBALL

Tue. vs New Mexico St., 8:00
p.m

ERIC VALENZUELA has guided his club to a surprising turnaround during is tenure as Head Coach. (Courtesy of SMC Gaels)

Rather, it is expected from everyone who puts on a uniform."!
need 35 leaders," Valenzuela said.
"I need 35 individuals to do their
job properly." He expects a lot,
and he puts in a lot. The grind
of a head coach equates to long
hours which means time away
from family.
Married to his high school
sweetheart, whom he shares
three children with, he has a
commitment to himself and,
ultimately, a commitment to
them."When I'm home, I'm home.
I'm with them 100 percent," says
Valenzuela.
There's a few things which run
in his bloodline: division one
sports, coaching and hard work.
His father is a boxing coach who
served as the assistant head coach
to an Olympic gold medal team
in 1984.
"He's old-school with a hardnosed approach" Valenzuela says.
This inherited approach acts
as a supreme influence on Valenzuela's success. However, it also
poses challenges. Whether it's
through parent involvement or
players not accepting responsibility, it's a teetering effect with
"being able to treat them like

grown ups."
The high academic standard of
Saint Mary's serves as a double
edge sword for a man grinding
to produce a winning season because, in some instances, students
are so attuned with their studies
that the time spent dedicated to
the diamond can be perceived as
simply something fun to do.
"My challenge is to find those
who want to play in the big
leagues, that's their ultimate goal,
and if it doesn't work out they
can fall back on this unbelievable
degree," says Valenzuela. "It can't
be the other around."
This challenge-writing up
scouting reports, making phone
calls, recruiting-is an early
morning, late-night gig requiring
diligence to compete at the level
of college baseball Valenzuela
regards as "fitting him perfect."
And that's just a fraction of the
prep, never mind the travel, the
games, and the pressure to win.
In his line of work, winning
means job security, and Valenzuela is under no alternate illusion.
"This is the one opportunity I
may have for the rest of my life,
and if it doesn't work, it ain't
going to be from a lack of work

ethic," he says.
The team has shown improvement, but the program isn't quite
where Valenzuela wants it to be.
There's excitement as the team
nears the start of conference play,
but an accompanying belief that
they "still have a lot of work to do"
is certainly present.
The Gaels' schedule will be
challenging (22nd toughest in
the country), as they are set to
face challenging non-conference
opponents and grueling road
trips such as one against Pac-12
University ofWashington. Valenzuela hopes this will demonstrate
their hunger to play good teams
when it comes time for NCAA
review.
Both a perfectionist and a
realist, Valenzuela recognizes
baseball as "a game of failure."
It is precisely this outlook that .
contributes to his commitment
to bring a championship back to
Moraga.
"If I don't outwork my opposition, or the head coaches I'm
going to be facing, I'm going to
lose some games," says Coach Valenzuela. "And that can't happen,
because that's how I take care of
my family."

Saint Mary's (27-5) will look
to do damage in the NIT after
being excluded from the NCAA
tournament. The Gaels won
the wee regular season before
falling in the conference finals.
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Wed-Fri.@ NIT First Round

Lauren Nicholson and Saint
Mary's (24-7) will participate
in the National Invitation
Tournament this week.
The Gaels reached the NIT
quarterfinals last year before
falling 82-66 to UCLA.
SOFTBALL

Peyton Manning's on-field legacy is indisputable
BY RYAN MORAN
STAFF WRITER

The sheriff, the surgeon-a master of his trade. The man who is
going to step on the field readily
prepared to out strategize his opponent. When I think of the man
who reeled me in-leaving me in a
captivated, emotional gaze-I think
two things: Peyton Manning is a
top-five all time quarterback and I
have no idea who he really is.
The list of records he owns is
nothing short of miraculous. To
name a few, he holds the most
career passing yards (71,940), the
most NFL career passing touchdowns (539), and the most wins
(200). He's a 2-time Super Bowl
champion, 14-time Pro Bowl, and
5-time NFL MVP.
Every time he trotted through
the tunnel, he had done his due
diligence to the absolute best of his
ability, guaranteed. Displays of a
man with an unquestionably high
football IQ were vividly apparent.
He wasn't flashy, and seeing him
scramble late in his career held high
comedic value, but he understood
the game like Einstein understood
physics.

He lives for the game, there's no
disputing that.
Manning unquestionably carried
out one of the greatest late-career
displays of girt, grind, and success
I have seen in my lifetime. In 2012,
he returned after sitting out a year
from what was believed to be a
career-ending neck injury. That
year he signed with a new team
and threw 37 touchdowns at 36
years old. The following year he
threw another 55 with 5,447 yards
and would eventually go on to win
Super Bowl 50.
This is a feat which should be
recognized by fans, enthusiasts,
and reporters all sports across the
board and acknowledged as thetype
ofaccomplishment which places an
individual in a category occupied by
few names.
Off the field, in front of the camera, I know the Peyton Manning he
and his public relations representatives want me to know. I often
believe I somehow know these
tremendous spectacles ofgreatness
that the public thrusts to the top of
towering pedestals. But I don't, and
for the most part, we don't.
Manning is the "ah-heck" fellow,
exhibiting southern twang, whose

Fri-Sun.@ San Diego Classic

After a rainy Saint Mary's
Tournament, the Gaels take on
Harvard, Princeton, and Illinois
in the San Diego Classic

Tue. vs Nevada, 3:00 p.m.
Fri-Sun.@ San Diegp

Sat. vs Nevada, 2:00 p.m.

PEYTON MANNING after his Super Bowl victory. (Courtesy of Biography)

chicken parm tastes so good. He's
the less goofy brother of the two
goofiest quarterbacks in the league.
He interviews well, is intelligent
and seems to handle anything, and
I mean anything, with utter poise
and rectitude.
Manning is an athlete, entertainer, spokesman, family man, and he's
comfortable in front ofan audience.
Through all of that he has adopted
this squeaky clean, golden-boy type
image which adds to the perception
of the Manning legacy.

That's not what impresses me.
lfalloftheallegedscandalsprove
to be correct, maybe he's not the Fat
Head you choose to plaster on your
10 year olds bedroom wall.
But this is about now and this is
about commemorating a man for
what he did on the gridiron. Regardless of what the media parades in
front of his departure, he belongs in
every discussion involving the NFL
elite, for hehas etched himself along
with the greatest quarterbacks to
play the game of football.

Alex Hunt and the Gaels look
to bounce back from losses to
Sac St. and UT Artlington with
a home win over Nevada this
Saturday.
BEACH VOLLEYBALL

Sat. @ Cal, 10:00 a.m., @ San
Jose St., 1:00 p.m.
WOMEN'S LACROSSE

Fri. vs. San Diego St., 4:00 p.m.
Sun. vs USC, 12:00 p.m.
ROWING

Sat. vs. Alabama & SDSU
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SPORTS
Saint Mary's bubble bursts, focus shifts to NIT
BY DEAN BOERNER
SPORTS EDITOR

Despite one of the top five records in the country, a regular
season wee championship, and
an RPI of 41, men's basketball
will not be included in the field
of 68 teams playing in the NCAA
tournament. The news, which arrived late Sunday afternoon, was
ultimately met with both surprise
and disappointment for a team
that played exceptionally well
throughout the season.
"Honestly, if I was trying to
explain why we are not in, I really couldn't explain it," said head
coach Randy Bennett. "What else
could we have done?"
At 27-5 on the season, the answer to Bennett's question is not
much. The Gaels suffered stinging
losses to an inferior team in Pepperdine, and they also suffered
road losses to BYU and nonconference Cal, a team that went
undefeated in their home arena.
But even after dropping the
conference tournament to Gonzaga, Saint Mary's had positioned
themselves nicely for an NCAA
tournament selection.
"Over the course of a 32-game
season, you're obviously going
to have a couple moments where
you say 'man, I wish we could've
pulled that one out,"' said junior

guard Joe Rahon. "But all in all we
probably won games we could've
pulled out of a hat."
Retrospection aside, Bennett,
Rahon, and the Gaels remain in
fairly good spirits heading into
the NIT Tournament. "Your first
reaction is disappointment," said
Rah on. "But your next reaction is
'hey, we get to play another game
in front of our home crowd and we
get to play in a great NIT Toumament."'
In the NIT, Saint Mary's is slotted as a number two seed and will
take on visiting New Mexico St.
Tuesday at 8:00 p.m. In last season's NIT, the Gaels suffered an
early exit after losing to Vander-

"The teams that play
in the NIT are just like
us. They are teams
taht could have easily
been in the NCAA
tournament and
didn't get the nod."
bilt 75-64. For the Gaels this
season, it will be about extending
their already successful year as
long as they can.
"We're just going to do our best
and try and continue playing deep
into our year," said Emmett Naar.

THE GAELS will take on New Mexico St. Tuesday night in the fi rst round of the National Invitation Tournament. (Courtesy of SMC Gaels)

Naar, who has led the team in
scoring with 14 points per game,
also earned an All-conference
selection along with Rahon for
his play this season. In addition
to Rahon and Naar, the Gaels have
several other contributors like
Dane Pineau, Evan Fitzner, and
Calvin Hermanson who give them
a real chance at making a run in an
underrated NIT field.
"The teams that play in the NIT
are just like us," said Bennett.

"They are teams that could have
easily been in the NCAA tournament and didn't get the nod."
The Gaels, who are viewed by
many as a legitimate snub in the
NCAA tournament selection process, weren't even chosen as one of
the four number one seeds in the
NIT. In the Gaels' section of the
bracket, that honor went to 26-6
Valparaiso, a team also arguably
snubbed and could be met by Saint
Mary's later on.

But first, Saint Mary's has to
orry about the New Mexico St.
ggies, who finished 23-10 afte
heartbreaking loss to CSU Ba
ersfield in the Western Athletiq
onference finals.
r three days is winning our ne
ame," said Rahon.
As long as Saint Mary's plays a
ell as they have for most of th
eason, they shouldn't have an
roblem doing that.

Gaels split games against Univ rsity of Utah
Saint Mary's big bats, s.olid pitching pr pel them to win

.
BY DANIEL CONMY
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Student Special

15°/o OFF
all units 9 x 1 0 or less
Discount on 1a1 mo. rent
Present ad for discount
Expires 5/15/16

We move you In FREE
when you rent a unit!

455 Moraga Rd. Ste. F

(925) 643-2040
Moraga, CA 94556

The weather has not been the
most pleasant in the usual sunny
Moraga, Calif., but through the rain
the baseball team was able to complete two games on the weekend.
Saint Mary's welcomed in University of Utah for a three-game
set, but the teams were only able to
play 16 innings in a doubleheader.
on Saturday.
Saturdaymorningkickedoffwith
an impressive pitching duel in the
early innings. Jayson Rose led Utah
on the mound facing off against
bonafide ace Corbin Burnes. Burnes
finally looked like himself on the
mound after struggling to find his
form in earlier contests. The bigjunior only gave up two runs in seven
innings of work. His counterpart,
Rose, was able to strike out 10 Gael
batter's over six innings of work.
The game ended in a 7-2 victory
for Saint Mary's with three key hits

opening the game wide open.
Rose was baffling hitters until the
thirdinningwhen he threw one too
many changeups to leadoff hitter
Zach Kirtley. Kirtley launched a
line drive over the left field fence.
That gave the Gaels a 2-0 lead and
they did not let up. Anthony Villa
came up in the third inning and extended the lead. Villa lifted another
changeup over the left center fence
after a meeting on the mound for
UniversityofUtah. Thepowersurge
did not end there as Eddie Haus left
the yard in the sixth inning to extend
the lead to six runs.
Nate Nolan had a great day behind the plate, throwing out two
runners trying to steal second and
back picking.another off of second
base.Manyscoutscomingtogames
have recognized Nolan's defensive
prowess. He has been named to the
top 300-college baseball prospects
lists.
After a homerun explosion for
Saint Mary's, Utah came back in

Dalton Carroll was phenomen
or the Utes in game two Saturda
ernoon. The only hit allowe
y the senior right-hander was o
e last pitch of the game. Jackso
horeson hit a double into the le
enter gap when the game suspend
d and then later called a full game
With the split of the two games
aint Mary's moves to 8-7. A lot o
embers from different medi
utlets were very high on Sain
ary's, but they have yet to impres
onsistently. The bullpen is youn
nd very inexperienced. Behin
e top three arms there is a lot
e desired from this team, but th
eason is young.
Saint Mary's welcomes Univer
ityofNevada, Reno Tuesday after
oon and then travel to San Diego a
e start of spring break to open u
est Coast Conference play. Th
est Coach Conference coache
11 has Saint Mary's finishingthir
·thin the conference.

